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which he did successfuIly in 1958
King entered statewide politics at a
crucial time. The need for a broad
program of reform and modernization
of New Mexico ~overnmental
institutions was apparent. Corruption
and lack of leadership hindered
progress in the state. The state
personnel system. lobbying practices.
the judicial system and the educational
system all demanded slqntficant
reform.
Kin~ joined with an emerging
~roup of reformers in the early 1960s to
help lead the way in taking a variety of
major steps. In 1963 he became
speaker of the house and joined
Governor Jack Campbell and Senate
Majority Leader Fabian Chavez to enact
a series of reforms Includinq aNew Mexico Governo r Bruce Ki[)~Officia l portrait c. 19 79
(UNM School of Law Archives. image #587)
New Mexico's Cowboy in the Roundhouse
Governor Bruce King 1924-2009
By David Myers
On November 11 this past year. commitment to public service. Kin~
lonq time New Mexico political leader attended school in Moriarty where he
Bruce Kin~ quietly passed away ~raduated from hi~h school. He briefly
surrounded by his family. A few days. attended the University of New Mexico
later some 2000 plus mourners and then spent two years in the U.S.
~athered in the Moriarty Hi~h School Army at the end of World War II. He
~ym to honor one of this state's most returned to the ranch and. with his two
important and remarkable leaders. brothers. beqan to build it into a
Buloetzed by his close friend former thrivtnz, major operation. In 1947 he
president BiII Clinton. people across married Alice Martin and began a close
New Mexico and the nation mourned partnership that would continue for
the loss of this unique individual. the next sixty-one years.
It was fitting that he died on the Inspired by his parents. both New
ranch where he spent his life. It was Deal Democrats. Kin~ was captured by
here his parents settled in the 1920s. the calI to public service. In 1954 he
Bruce was born on April 6. 1924 and ran successfully for a seat on the Santa
from his youngest days alone with his Fe County Commission. His
two brothers and a sister; he worked outstandtnq service in this position
the farm and the ranch. His parents convinced county political leaders to
instiIIed in all of the children a deep encouraqe him to run for the New
love for this type of life and a stronq Mexico House of Representatives
continued on page g 1&
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Winslow J. Howard: A Founder, Found
by Steven J. Cary
Discovering little-known Historical
Society of New Mexico (HSNM) co -
founder Winslow J. Howard has
occupied several research ers for
several years. so far. Though no photo
yet has been found . it is nevertheless
possible to shed considerable Ii~ht on
Mr. Howard and thereby allow the
appropriate halo of respect to appear
at his head. Much of the research has
involved the readtnc of old
newspapers. so presenting his story to
you in La Cronies de Nuevo Mexico
wiII be something of a harmonious
homecoming for Howard.
When word of a !Jold strike in
Colorado hit the New York papers in
July 1858. Winslow Howard must have
been more than ready. Ten years
earlier he chose not to ~o to California;
just 20 years old and standing barely
five feet tall. he might justifiably have
felt unsuited for the rouqh-and-turnble
life of a mining camp. Instead. he
persevered in his traininq at Tiffany's:
Iearninc metallurgy and watch repair;
workin!J with !Jold. silver. !Jems and
minerals . Lectures by explorer
naturalists at the natural history society
fascinated Howard with all the
wonderful new plants and animals
betnc discovered in the Rocky
Mountains. In August 1858. Howard
quickly !Jot his affairs in order.
consolidated his finances . boucht
supplies and headed west.
When Howard arrived at the
Exchange Hotel in Santa Fe. New
Mexico Territory. after the Ionq journey
from New York. no one but he knew
what was about to happen. For
townspeople. the first hints appeared in
the Santa Fe Weekly Gazette of
October 30. 1858. In the upper left
corner of the front pace.
"MR. W J. HOWARD be~s leave
most respectfully to inform the
citizens of Santa Fe and the public
in ~eneraI that he has taken a room
in the placita of the Exchange
Hotel. for the purpose of repairinq
fine Watches of every description.
also Clocks. Music Boxes. Jewelry.
and other mechanical
contrivances. By the practical
experience of thirteen years in the
business. and with the
recommendation of the largest
Jewelry Establishment in the
country - the house of Tiffany &
Co. New York city - he hopes to
merit a share of public patronage
in his line; and assuring his
customers that all work shaIl ~ive
satisfaction. Watch Glasses. Hands
and Keys accurately fitted.
Particular attention paid to the
repairing of Jewelry in all varieties."
A little farther down that same
column. a comparable ad in Spanish
demonstrated that Howard appreciated
the lone colonial history of Santa Fe
and that he embraced the bllinqual
nature of the community:
"Referimos nuestros
concuidadanos. al aviso del Senor
W J. HOWARD. que apareca hoy.
Este Relojero es un Senor que no
tiena superior en su profesion.
Trae consiqo un certificado de un
establecimiento en Nueva York.
enya casa es celebrada por todo el
mundo como Ia mas rica y
splendida en su surtido de cosas
finas y joyeria de primer."
Along with a third item on another
paqe toutinq the ~enuine "specimen of
the Atlantic Telegraph Cable. brought
him directly by the house of Tiffany &
Co. of New York" and now on display at
his shop. Howard made quite a splash.
Those newspaper items revealed a lot
about Howard's vitality. self-confidence
and out-going nature. His broadside of
advertisements was designed to ~et
attention. but politely and respectfully
Howard did not tiptoe timidly into
town .
Repeated weekly. Howard's
advertisements presented his primary
credential - a recommendation from
Tiffany & Co. in New York after 13years
in their employ. Founded in 1837.
Tiffany & Co. became arquably the
premier jewelry manufacturer and
retailer in the country. Howard's ad
implied that he worked at Tiffany's
from 1845 to 1858. and he reiterated
this claim faithfuIly in his newspaper
ads elsewhere around the West for the
next 30 years. Tiffany's could not verify
Howard's employment. I but
corroboration of sorts was obtained
from former U. S. Mint Director J. R.
Snowden. who understood Howard to
be employed at Tiffany's repairing
clocks and watches as early as 1853.2
Howard wrote to the U. S. Mint
several times between 1853 and 1858
because of his interest in coins. The
American Numismatic Society was
born in New York in April 1858 and.
thouqh apparently not a founder.
Howard's knowledce of coins was top
rank.' He bought and sold some of the
rarest early U. S. coins and was listed
amonq the prominent coin coIlectors
of the time.v ' Numismatic historians
later relied on Howard to document
the provenance of several unique
pieces.' Persistent inquiries by Howard
and the ~rowin~ ranks of coIlectors
prompted the Mint to issue its first
official proof coins. minted specifically
for coIlectors. in 1858.
A special perspective on Howard's
time in Santa Fe came to li~ht with
publication of the diaries of John
Watts.? The diarist's father. the Hon.
John S. Watts. hailed from Indiana. but
came to New Mexico in 1851 to serve as
territorial [udqe. He thought the clear.
dry air of northern New Mexico would
benefit the health of his adolescent son.
John. who joined him in Santa Fe in
late 1858. During his Santa Fe sojourn.
the young Watts kept a daily journal in
which he made dozens of entries
re!Jardin~ Winslow Howard . Watts'
observations. thouqh brief. offer a
much-needed personal perspective on
Howard and even su~~est that
Howard's shop was a popular social
venue for Watts and his friends.
Watts confirmed that Howard
repaired watches and sold metal
jewelry items such as rinqs and
buttons. Howard fashioned some items
himself. like a gold ring he made for
Watts. while other thinss were ordered
from back east. Some customers (i.e..
Watts)were allowed to buy "on tick" - to
be paid later. Watts portrayed Howard
as literate. curious. outgoing and
adventurous. Howard read books.
talked about books. and shared books
with Watts. An enthusiastic coIlector of
many thtncs, Howard was excited to
find waterdogs, the immature stace of
ti~er salamanders. ' a specimen of
which was on display in his shop alone
with "lizards . horned froqs and a
venerable owl which subsisted on live
mice. swallowinq them whole".
Howard traveled to distant locations in
New Mexico including Zuni and
ceremonial dances at Santo Domingo
Pueblo. both stilI popular tourist
destinations today. A western travel
writer stopped in Santa Fe and
described souvenirs Howard may have
~athered on those trips and placed on
display in his shop: a necklace made of
human fin!Jer bones. a scalp with
coarse black hair two feet long . slate
pipes. bear claw necklaces. bows.
arrows. spears and shields. "
Howard participated in Santa Fe
community affairs throuqh the Masons?
and through his involvement with the
continued on page 21&
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Cowboy Governor Bruce King...(continuedfrompage 1)
United States Senator Clinton P. Anderson and Governor Bruce King
Photograph taken in 1968
(UNM School of Law Archives, ima ge #424)
complete overhaul of the personnel
syste m. a bett er method of financing
ed uc a tio n and major chances in
judicial operations. Throughout this
period. Kinq and other state leaders
realiz ed that a major restructuring of
the o utda te d state constitution was
needed to make qovernment
operations more successful. In 1968
Kinq tried to win the Democratic Party
nomination fo r qo vernor but was
defeat ed by fabian Chavez.
Kinq quickly returned to public
service when a co nstitu tio na l
convention was convened. He served
as president o f the co nven tio n and
ov ersaw the work which produced a
major revision of th e outdated
constitution . The proposal was
submitted to voters but was defeated by
a small majority. But many of the
changed were passed as amendments
ov er the ne xt several years.
In 1970 Kinq won the first of his
three non-consecutive terms as
qov ernor. In his statewide campaigns.
Kinq used the same methods he did in
district elections. He used warm
• ••
personal contact and a fantastic ability
to remember names and information.
His folksy approach led to enormous
popularity and overwhelming support
in all three elections. While in office.
he used the same method. but he
combined it with a tough. shrewd.
hardnosed barqaininq approach to
produce a wealth of slqntftcant
leqlslation . most of which came
throuqh openness and compromise.
King was emphatic about running a
clean. open qovernment.
Transparency was the constant byword.
Access to cabinet secretaries and to the
governor himself was available to all
citizens. Delivery of requested
information happened easily and
graciously. Cabinet secretaries and the
governor reqularly traveled all over the
state in the Government to the People
Program to learn about and solve
problems. These steps were the
hallmarks of all three administrations.
King served as governor from 1971
to 1975 . 1979 to 1983 and 1991 to 1995.
The combination of openness. personal
dedication and touqh-minded political
bargaininq produced a wide ranee of
major changes. Arnone the many
political accomplishments were the
inception of a state environmental
protection agency. the beqinning of the
public defender system. a very tough
mine clean up law. a much stronqer
school finance equalization program,
and a severance tax fund which to this
day provides an important foundation
of state revenue. King resisted all
attempts to make New Mexico a riQht
to work state. He built closer and better
relations with Mexico and established
the Economic Development
Department which played a key role in
brinqinq the Intel Corporation to New
Mexico. The most difficult event of all
was the 1980 prison riot.
Throughout his political career.
King joined with his family in public
service to the state. His son Bill served
as a key Iecisleuve liaison and his other
son Gary served as a state
representative and is the current
attorney qeneral of New Mexico. But
Kine's closest confidant and ally was his
wife Alice who passed away in
December. 2008. They worked closely
as Alice became the state leading
champion of promoting a better life for
all New Mexico children. especially the
disadvantaged. The apogee of her
efforts came in Kine 's last term when.
due to Alice's tireless efforts . the
Department of Children. Youth and
families was created.
In 1994 . Kinq was defeated in his
last run for office. He returned to the
ranch. worked on his memoirs and
stayed active in Democratic politics. I
had the wonderful opportunity to
spend an afternoon with Kinq last
summer. When I asked him what he
was proudest of his time in politics. he
responded instantly to say it was the
personal aspect. He loved meeting
people and working to do what was
best for New Mexico. He lamented that
the personal aspects of politics were
disappearing. and he was particularly
troubled by the lack of openness and
civility. two of the aspects on which he
took the qreatest pride in his
administrations .
Bruce King will leave a long and
permanent Ieqacv on New Mexico. We
wiII not see his kind aqain. -RDM
R. David Myers. Archivist. UNM Law Library.
plann ed and mod erated "MaRinq New Mexico
Modern: The Role of Governor Bruce King" held
at the School of Law on September 11 . 2009.
Winslow J. Howard... (continuedfrom page 1)
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Historica l Socie ty of New Mexico."
Modern historian sII . I:; reviewed minutes
for th e So ciety's founding meetinqs
held in Dec ember 185 9 . bloom"
described the o fficers and members of
this new orcanizauon as a "galaxy of
men many of whom are well kn own
historically" a "re m arka ble
ag~regation" spanning the breadth of
Santa f e culture . class and ethnicity.
While most of their biooraphies are
o pen books . Howard has lonq
remained an en iqm a . for several
decades th e only kn own clues to
Howard wer e conta ined in minutes
surviving fro m the Society's first few
meetings.' This prompted bloom" to
muse:
"Reqardinq Winslow 1. Howard,
unfortunately we kn ow nothing
excep t what is found in th ese
records. It is ev ide nt , however. that
he was one of the prime movers in
orqanizinq the Society. Possibly he
nominated Whitinq to preside; he
himself was made secretary of the
meeting - and it was he who stated
th e object for which they had
qa thered; and in th e permanent
orqanization he was made curator
and librarian. Perhaps he found
insp iration in th e paces of th e
Historical MagaZine (Boston. 1857-
1869). of which he presented the
So ciety a complete volume of the
ye ar 1859. He was the first one
named in the chart e r of
incorporation ."
Initial elec tio ns for most Society
offices w ere hotly co n tested and
required multiple ballots before a victor
emerged. but Howard was e lecte d
Curator and Librarian with only one
dissenting vote ." In those offices
Howard was ask ed to "take charge of
and classify all Indian antiquities and
cu riosities; geoloqical and
mineraloqical specimens; geoqraphical
maps. and obj ects of natural history" ." 12
He was an obvious choice for these
task s. He set an exam ple by donating
coins from his own collection" and at
eac h of the first few meetings Howard
reported plentiful donations of books,
pamphlets, maps, animal skins. fossils
and rocks. " Under auspices of the
Society Howard exercised his passion
for collectlnq a wide range of things.
Through the Society, Howard sent to
th e Smithsonian Institution in
Washington. D.C.. specimens of three
species of bats collected in Santa Pe. "
Just as Howard found himself
immersed in the Society and Santa fe
civic life , his real purpose for headinq
west came ba ch to the fore . Rather
suddenly. Howard tendered a frank.
reveallnc and somewhat poignant
resignation on April 17. 1860 ,9revealing
that "the call of business . . . has qotten
the better of my ambition in the sphere
kindly tendered to me in your noble
So ciety". In Howard's life plan Santa Fe
was merely a first step. and a relatively
safe one at that. The next step
promised more rewards. and more
risks. and it was a philosophical
Howard who confessed 'Wherever my
lot may be cast, I trust that it may be
among men like yourselves. who can
appreciate the beautiful workings of
nature. her system atic laws . governed
by a wise law giver. that law giver -
Nature's God." Howard closed his letter
as follows : "Wherever I may be . I shall
endeavor to help you with my
contributions. I shall look with earnest
pleasure for your transactions and
developments in the Journals of the
day and will be glad to learn that your
labors are crowned with success. "
Despite the tribulations that soon
overcame the Society" and despite
Howard's own absence from New
Mexico for 20 years. his passion for the
Socie ty and similar organizations
around the country continued
undampened.
Howard timed his move to
Colorado well ; the initial social turmoil
of gold discovery in 1858 had given
way to a degree of civic order
reasonably suitable for his business. His
arrival in Denver City was announced
in May (Weekly Rocky Mountain News,
May 23 . 1860) and soon he was running
a prosperous assay. jewelry and watch-
repair business. " Howard's
metallurgical and numismatic skills
were so highly reqarded that he was
recruited to engrave dies for some of
Colorado's earliest pattern gold tokens
in 1860 ; he saved examples that later
became prized by numismatists. IS
Seekinq to replicate his recent
organizational triumph in Santa Fe,
Howard rallied local leaders and co-
founded the Idahoe Natural History
Society (Western Mountaineer. July 26.
1860). but it had only a brief existence.
He spent the next five years between
the gold mininq town of Central City
and the nearby transportation hub of
Denver.
The city of Helena. Montana
Territory. sprung up around a major
gold strike at Last Chance Gulch in
1864. In a second well-timed
maneuver. Howard arrived in autumn
1866 and again took up the pattern of
activities he initiated in Santa Fe and
repeated in Central City. He first rented
a basement shop and bought
economical, one-line newspaper
advertisements (Helena Herald. Nov.
29 . 1866) . Several months later. four-
paragraph front-pace infomercials
boasted of his palatial facilities (Helena
Herald. June 5. 1867). Howard's Helena
newspaper ads ceased in July 1867 and
he moved back east to qreet a new
member of his family.
In the interval between Denver and
Helena. Howard married Abbie 1.
Stratton on Oct. 5 . 1865. in New
Hampshire and they spent the
following year in Brooklyn. NY. 14 The
ninth U. S. census (1870) afforded the
first documentary historical window
into Howard's family. The census taker
recorded Howard as a journeyman
jeweler liVing in Chelsea. MA. born in
New Hampshire and aqed 42 years.
from which his birth year is calculated
as late 1827 or early 1828 . Alonq with
wife Abbie. born in 1844. his Boston-
area household included two
daughters: Amy. born in July 1867. and
Larina . added in December 1870.
Larina's birth record showed that
Winslow was born in Winchester. NH.
and Abbie in Swanzey. NH. Both
communities are in Cheshire County in
New Hampshire's southwest corner.
Curiously. the births of Winslow and
Abbie were separated by less than 15
miles. but more than 15 years. family
life ultimately proved unsuccessful for
the Howards . They apparently
separated in 1872 and a court granted
Abbie's divorce in 1881 (New
Hampshire Sentinel. Nov. 3. 1881).
In 1875 . with family in disarray.
Howard journeyed even farther west
and resumed his professional and
avocatlonal ambitions in Prescott,
Arizona Territory (Arizona Weekly
Miner. October 15. 1875) . He once
again started small, but his business
soon thrived in a shop on Whiskey
Row. Newspapers printed his reqular
ads and occasional features
hiqhliqhtinq accomplishments such as
an enqraved qold inqot (Arizona
Weekly Miner. Feb . 11, 1876) that
Howard crafted as a gift.
Correspondence in the West \7ir~inia
State Archives and the American
Museum of Natural History show that
Howard was collecting specimens for
two eminent entomoloqists of the day:
moth expert Henry Edwards and
butterfIy expert WiIIiam Henry
Edwards.
Figure 1 - This signature appeared on an
1879 letter Winslow 1. Howard wrote to
lepidopterist WiIIiam H. Edwards
Howard's next significant stay was
in Grant County, New Mexico. first
livinq east of Silver City in the mining
camp of Georqetown. where "he
follows the same vocation" he did in
Prescott (Weekly Arizona Miner. Jan.
13. 1882) . Later that year a Silver City
Winslow J. Howard... (continuedfrompage2)
newspaper notified its readers that "W
1. Howard .. . has opened an assaytns
and watch repairing office next to the
Chicago clothing store" (Grant County
Herald. May 27. 1882). That same issue
of the Herald had a second Howard
notice and two Howard advertisements
- a splash reminiscent of the one he
made upon arriving in Santa Fe nearly
24 years earlier. Thereafter. ads for his
business appeared regularty in Silver
City papers.
To break the monotony of his
normal weekly advertisements .
Howard would occasionally announce
the arrival in his shop of attention-
Si!ettinSi! items such as live rattlesnakes
(Western Mountaineer. AuSi!. 30. 1860). a
spectacular meteorite (Daily Miner's
Register. Oct. 6. 1863) or unusual fossil
(Arizona Weekly Miner. Nov. 10. 1876).
By invinnq readers to brinq in their
oddities to show around. his shop
offered people a friendly place to Si!awk.
talk . mdulqe their curiosity in the
natural world. and perhaps do some
business. Ever the collector. Howard
was featured in an article touting the
cabinet of curiosities on display in his
shop. containing souvenirs from more
than 20 years in the Rocky Mountains
lncludinq.
"the Iarqest and finest collection of
fossil shells ever collected in New
Mexico from various localities.
cemented on cards with their
qeneric species named. besides
butterflies and other insects .
pressed flowers . leaves. etc ." (New
Southwest. June 10. 1882).
Howard viSi!orously pursued his
natural history collections after his
arrival in Silver City. His efforts almost
always involved collaborators affiliated
with institutions like museums or
universities with extensive natural
history collections. In 1884 Howard
lured University of Kansas entomology
professor Francis Snow to Silver City.
Collecting at the new electric
streetliqhts in town. they found a
spectacular new moth." Specimens
were sent to Henry Edwards. who
described this new creature and named
it to honor Howard.17 Sorensen offered
a detailed. colorful and informative
description of the hi~hly networked
world if insect collectinq in the U. S. in
the middle and late 19th Century. IS
Fig. 2. Northern Giant Flag Moth
(Dysschema howardi)
The full extent of Howard's Silver
City insect collections became
apparent several years later when
faculty entomoloqtsts at the New
Mexico College for Aqricultural and
Mechanical Arts (now New Mexico
State University) published annotated
lists of New Mexico specimens residinq
in the school's collections. Professor C.
H. T. Townsend published articles on
true buqs,19 beetles.'? 2 1 bees and wasps."
each time dlscusslnq specimens
collected in Grant County by Howard.
Professor T. D. A. Cockerell published
notes on moths." butterflies" and
Si!rasshoppers25 includtnq some
"collected by Mr. W 1. Howard." Taken
toqether these specimens span a
spectrum of major insect orders and
demonstrate that Howard was New
Mexico's first resident insect collector.
Captured years before the
aqricultural college was born in 1890.
these specimens followed a curious
path to the school. Townsend said they
"formed part of a collection donated by
Hon . W G. Ritch"20 ... "to [from?] the
Historical society. at Santa Fe. N. Mex."
Cockerell also acknowledsed they
were received from "the Hon. W G.
Ritch."26 The Society that Howard
catalyzed in 1859 disbanded in 1863.
but in 1880 some ortqinel founders.
apparently not tncludinq Howard. re-
inviqorated the Society and elected
William Gillet Ritch president. The
Society's onqtnal mission included
acqulrtnq "objects of natural history"
and this persisted when the Society was
re-born." A search of the Ritch
archives at the Huntington Library
produced no Howard correspondence.
but Howard probably donated the
insects to the revived Society under
Ritch's leadership and the Society
housed them until a better repository
materialized at the new collece in Las
Cruces.
When he established himself in
Silver City ca. 1880. Howard returned
to New Mexico Territory where he
becan his western adventures more
than two decades earlier. By sending
insect specimens to W G. Ritch in 1882.
he re-connected with the Historical
Society he helped to birth - the oldest
state historical society west of the
Mississippi River. In sending Howard's
specimens to the Aqricultural Colleqe,
Society President Ritch helped ~et
them to a scientific institution where
they fulfilled Howard's purpose in
collecting them. What Si!oes around
comes around.
Upon Ieavinc Silver City. Howard
found employment at Williams' jewelry
shop in Demlnq, NM (Silver City
Enterptise. Auqust 12. 1887). but this
arranqement must have been brief
because Howard soon was workinq in
San Dieqo . CA tSitvet City Enterprise.
February 24. 1888). An 1892/1893 San
Dleqo business directory listed Howard
as a watchmaker employed with
jeweler M. German (D. Owens. pers.
comm.. Oct. 2009). Los Angeles city
directories from 1897 and 1898 also list
a Winslow Howard. with no middle
initial. alons with a residential street
address for each year. For each name
listed. the directories provided a
profession and sometimes a place of
employment. but neither was SJiven for
Howard who. at a~e 70. could have
been retired. Nothing is yet known of
the circumstances of Howard's death.
A desire to work with gold and
jewels was a primary motive for
Howard's western adventures. In
relating his 1859 interview with
Howard. Richardson 10 told of the
jeweler's claim that "New Mexico
abounds in mineral treasures" and that
"ere 10nSi! a mininq excitement will
cause immigrants to pour in and
revolutionize the country socially and
politically." In the early months of
1860. durinq his brief tenure as Curator
for the Historical Society of New
Mexico in Santa Fe. an unnamed
historical Spanish document donated
to the Society seems to have further
whetted Howard's appetite for Si!old.
The Spanish sought ~old in the New
World and Howard cited early 16th
Century Spanish documents
containing fantastic reports of natives
in Mexico qreetinq Cortez with heaps of
gold and silver (Rocky Mountain
Hera/d. September 14. 1872). Clearly
those historical accounts influenced
Howard's belief that considerable qold.
silver and Si!ems remained to be
discovered. or re-discovered. in the
American Southwest. Within three
years of publication of that essay.
Howard set up his shop in Prescott. AZ.
and he would spend the next dozen
years doing business there and in New
Mexico. patiently wattinq for the riches
of "Cevola'' [Cibola] to re-emerge.
A fellow with a passion for
precious metals . numismatics and
natural history could find no better
place to be than the 19th Century
American West, where Howard chased
gold and silver strikes from one
boomtown to the next and earned a
living doins it. Simultaneously. he
banded with like-minded souls to
orqanize scholarly societies to preserve
and honor their histories. He collected
and discovered new and lnteresnng
plant and animal species to share with
national experts involved in the
scientific discovery of the West.
Viewed as a whole. family matters
excepted. Howard's life seems like a
sophisticated plan well executed.
New Mexico reaped lastlnq benefits
from nearly a decade of Howard's life.
His impacts here were felt immediately
upon arrtvinq in Santa Fe. upon
individuals like the younq John Watts
and upon the entire territory and state
through creation of the Historical
Society. which stilI thrives . Much later.
after Howard returned to New Mexico
and spent several years in Silver City.
the townspeople bestowed upon him
the honorary title of "Professor" (Silver
City Enterprise. Auqust 12. 1887).
Words descnblnq Howard lon~ a~o in
Prescott. Arizona Territory. can be
reasonably assumed to also speak for
New Mexicans who had the qood
fortune to meet him:
". . . by square dealing. honesty.
Intellieence and skill in his
professions. he has won the
confidence and respect of this
entire community" (Weekly Arizona
Miner, May 2. 1879).
Winslow J. Howard described
himself as "the origlnator" of the HSNM
(The New Southwest. June 10. 1882)
and this statement, borderlnq on
boastful. is true in an important sense.
Howard came from a cultural tradition
that included scholarly societies and he
had prior personal involvement with
such SJroups. Arnone original HSNM
founders . only Howard seems to have
possessed the vision to formulate the
notion of the Society. the boldness to
propose it. and the motivation and
persuasiveness to brinq interested
parties toqether. Established
businessmen and influential local
officials undoubtedly hauled the
political water necessary to crystallize
the Society into official existence. but it
was Howard who conceived it and
catalyzed its creation. Fellow founders
acknowledged his vital contributions
by honoring Howard with two
unusually personal tributes: they
declared Howard unanimously elected
to offices of Curator and Librarian and
they formally thanked him for his
su~~estions and assistance in the
formation of the Society" Those
Steven J. Cary wrote the book
"butteriiy Landscapes of New Mexico "
(Photograph by David Goldberg)
honors. the like of which was bestowed
on no other during the Society's early
years. attest to Howard's fundamental
and essential role. It is fittinq now to
return Howard. once a phantom of
history. to his riqhtful place of honor in
the HSNM pantheon.
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Cormac McCarthy's Olivetti Typewriter
By Carleen Lazzell
Society for the History of Discoveries
Call for Papers
instrumental in starting the Vacation
Bible School throuqh the Amistad
United Methodist Church in the 1960s
and has been a 4-H leader and mentor
to community youth for various art
projects. In addition. Barbara is an
accomplished artist, painting mostly
western and southwestern scenes.
Barbara was active in rodeo as a
youth. and also showed a few steers.
Clifford and Barbara met while
showinq steers at the New Mexico State
Fair. The ranch has always shown
cattle at the local and national level.
but the primary focus has been to
produce real world cattle that fit the
commercial beef producer's needs.
Clifford had the champion steer at the
1951 New Mexico State Fair. They have
also been fortunate to have various
champions at the National Western
Stock Show. Fort Worth Stock Show
and Arizona National. Clifford was a
fair board member for the Union
County Fair. and has helped many
youngsters SJet started showinq calves
through the years.
Clifford and Barbara have been
members of the New Mexico Cattle
Growers Association. the New Mexico
Hereford Association and served as
junior advisors for that orgamzatlon for
many years and took kids to the
national convention on numerous
occasions.
Their son Cliff and his Wife. the
former Pat Hitson of Santa Rosa. both
attended NMSU and both received
degrees in animal science. They joined
the family operation in 1983. Cliff has
judged cattle shows at the local.
national and international level. He
has served on the board of directors of
the New Mexico Hereford and New
Mexico Cattle Growers associations.
Pat SJrew up rodeoinc and horse
showlng. She was the state hiqh school
rodeo queen and national paint horse
queen. She has been Secretary for the
New Mexico Hereford Association and
helped with many junior events. from
judqinq to showinq.
Cliff and Pat's son Matt makes the
fifth qeneration to live and work on the
ranch. Matt was active in showinq
cattle, ranching and judqinq livestock.
Upon SJraduation from Oklahoma State
University. he returned to the ranch
and started a club calf business.
Clifford and Barbara Copeland and
their family have certainly made a
positive difference throuqh their
dedication to community involvement
and the ranchinq industry.
A version of this article was published
in Union County Leader, Clayton. New
Mexico. Wednesday. October .21. 2009.
For more information reqardinq
recipients of the Buck Ramsay Heritaqe
Award. see article about LV Crisp La
Cronice. April 2004 (No. 61) and article
about Harry H. Hopson. January 2008.
(No. 74). -CCL
(l to t) Clifford. Barbara. Cliff and Par Copeland
(pbotoqtepii by Carleen Lazze//. July QO. Q009)
Clifford and Barbara Copeland Receive
Buck Ramsay Heritage Award
For Lifetime Achievement in Fostering the Ranching And Cowboy Way of Life
The annual Buck Ramsey Heritage
Award for lifetime achievement in
fostering the ranching and cowboy way
of life was presented to the Copeland
Family durinq the Nara Visa Cowboy
Poetry Gathering, which was held
Saturday, September 25.2009.
Copeland and Sons Ranch is
located 18 miles north of Nara Visa.
New Mexico. and was established in
October 1943 by lack Copeland and his
dad Otis R. Copeland. Jack and his
wife Mary Alice moved to the ranch
from Dumas, Texas, with four horses.
thirty Hereford cows. five milk cows, 20
chickens. four kids and one small doq.
Initially, the ranch had commercial
Hereford cows and a band of brood
mares. In 1947. Jack bouqht his first
registered Hereford cows. Some of the
original cows were purchased from the
TO Ranch in Raton and the Wyominq
Hereford Ranch. Durlnq the 1950s. the
ranch consigned cattle to sales in
Clayton and Raton. New Mexico. and
Dalhart and :El Paso, Texas. In 1959.
Jack left the ranch to own and operate
Ranchers and Farmers Livestock
Auction in Clovis. Jeavlnq the
operation of the ranch to his oldest son
Clifford and his wife Barbara. and they
are the ones responsible for the ranch
staylnq toqether. It is still primarily a
Hereford outfit, and they brought the
ranch and all of its activities to the
current level.
Both sides of Barbara Mullins'
family homesteaded in the Quay valley
south of Tucumcari. As a ranch
woman . wife. mother and active
community member. she has
contributed enerqv financial support.
sweat equity and sheer determination
to retain the western culture in many
ways. Some of her projects include the
WPA Celebration at Amistad. of which
she was the coordinator. and. through
her efforts. received a qrant to restore
the qym, Amistad Centennial held in
2007, and the revival of the Amistad
Association. which resulted in the
rental of the school bulldinq for use by
the community.
Perhaps her favorite endeavor is
the relocation to Amistad of the 1903
Montgomery Ward kit house. owned by
the Brams' family. to be used as a
museum for the preservation and
display of the area homesteader's way
of life. This was a tremendous project
that took nearly two years to complete.
It has been written up in the New
Mexico MagaZine. [Generally known as
"The Little House on the Prairie." the
Brams' house project received the 2005
L. Bradford Prince Award for historic
preservation from the Historical
Society of New Mexico, see La Cronies.
see July 2005 (No. 65) and December
2005 (No. 66).] This effort will allow
future SJenerations to understand the
determination. hardship and
perseverance of the families that
homesteaded in the area. She was
Born and raised in the Upper Midwest.
Steve earned his B.S. and M.S. from the
Geoqraphy Department at the University
of Wisconsin in Madison. He arrived in
New Mexico in 1980 and beqan a 30-year
career in environmental protection and
natural resource management. Butterflies
have always been Steve's passion and he
has published numerous scientific and
popular articles on these amaztnq
creatures. New Mexico Magazine
published his wonderful book. Butterfly
Landscapes ofNew Mexico. in 2009. Steve
also enjoys unraveling mysteries
surrounding some of New Mexico's
earliest insect collectors.
said that he bought the Olivetti
typewriter for $50 around 1960 from a
pawn shop in Knoxville . Tennessee. He
used it to type every book he has
written tncludtno three unpublished
works.
On a personal note. I am amazed
that he never SJraduated to an IBM
Selectric II . To find out more about the
Olivetti Letters 32. SJooqle "Cormac
McCarthy's Typewriter" and you. too.
will be shocked that he managed to
have the patience to use that
aqqravatinq carrtaqe return to type
thousands and thousands of words.
McCarthy himself estimates that he has
written five million words on his first
Olivetti. Apparently he intends to keep
writlnq - one source said that a friend
recently bought McCarthy a similar
Olivetti for eleven dollars at a thrift
shop. -CCL
Josef Demhardt, University of Texas at
Arlington. Department of History. Box
19529. Arlinqton. TX 76019. Proposals
ernphasizlnq the US Southwest and
Mexico are especially welcome. For
more information. qo to the Society's
website at wwwsochistdisc.orq.
Ie·
•••
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Cormac McCarthy's 1950s-vintaqe
aquamarine Olivetti typewriter sold for
more than a quarter million dollars at
auction. The Olivetti model Lettera 32.
on which McCarthy typed all of his
books sold at Christie's auction house
in New York City for $254.500. He
donated the proceeds to benefit the
Santa Fe Institute. which is a private.
not for profit independent research and
education center.
McCarthy is a Puliztzer Prize
winninc author of such titles as No
Country for Old Men. The Road. The
Orchard Keeper. Blood Meridian and
the border triloqy which includes All
the Pretty Horses. The Crossing and
Cities of the Plain. to name only a few
of his acclaimed works.
A resident of Tesuque. north of
Santa Fe. McCarthy is famously
reclusive and seldom appears in public.
nor does he promote his books. He
The Society for the History of
Discoveries will be holding its 51st
Annual Meetinq in Santa Fe on
September 12-14. 2010. The Program
Committee of the Society invites those
wishinSJ to make a presentation at this
meetinq to submit a proposal at their
earliest convenience to Professor Imre
The Adventure of Learning
And Teaching New Mexico History
By R. Kermit Hill
A recent drive down the Tularosa Muerto], Moqollon peoples. Apaches.
Basin on a brilliantly sunny December General Huqo O 'Conor. Spanish
day started one of those chains of settlers . Union and Confederate
thought which are inspired by the soldiers. cavalrymen both Black and
beauty of New Mexico and by the need White. Billy the Kid. Pat Garrett, Oliver
to fill the time it takes to cover those Lee. Judqe Fountain. Francois Rochas.
Ionq distances . I began telling an Charles Eddy. William Hawkins.
imaginary passenqer, perhaps a relative cowboys. miners, farmers, railroad
from back east who has never visited laborers. Governor MacDonald, Albert
here, about the amazing people and Fall. American. Canadian and German
events which have happened on this Airmen. atomic scientists. Werner Von
staqe which may look to my quest like Braun. Colonel [John] Stapp, Space
a very empty, friSJhteninSJ desert. Chimps. Space Shuttles, John Prather
I beqan by notinq the SJeoqraphy. and others. all in this one corner of
or staqe of our play. Snow covered New Mexico. I think my quest would
peaks surround the basin. Those snows be impressed.
feed forests and rivers. Above is a clear We must remain students while we
sparlzlinq sky. Over there are lava beds convey a sense of wonder and
and white sands. Those clouds a excitement to others. Our mission is
hundred miles away are over Mexico. History. not test results . When my
Beyond the jaqqed mountain horizon relative asked if I learned all this in
more history happened. We are college, my answer would be"no." I
surrounded by interesting thorny learned by reading because I am
plants, but up there on Sierra Blanca interested in who I am. and who my
you could ski among spruce trees. neighbors are. We must encourage
Then the cast of characters and others toward this excinnq business of
their parts in the play are explained. Ieaminq and teachinq New Mexico's
with enthusiasm which tells my history. Perhaps then they too will
passenger that they are an important enjoy telling it, even to their cousin
part of me - I am a New Mexican. They from Peoria. (R. Kermit Hill. Forty three
are listed more or less in order of years teaching, still learning) -RKff
appearance. There were: Jornada [del
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Route 66 Preservation Program
Historical Society of New Mexico Announces
2010 Teachers' Scholarship Program
Books
Buried Treasures: famous and
Unusual Gravesites in New Mexico
History
By Richard Melzer. PhD
Santa Fe: Sunstone Press (2007)
Review by Carleen C. Lazzell, PhD
There are some books that are "a
must have" for historians and general
readers who are interested in New
Mexico's multi-layered history and
culture. Buried Treasures: Famous and
Unusual Grevesites in New Mexico
ranks high on the list. Richard Melzer
put together an encyclopedic volume
which never ceases to entertain and
instruct. The first chapter in this
volume is a field guide. which includes
methodology and helpful hints about
showing respect when visiting
cemeteries and taking photographs. He
has included pictures of 345 grave
markers . The book is organized into
chapters which include artists. writers.
musicians. business leaders.
educational leaders. heroes. lawmen.
criminals. religious figures. scientists
and many others.
Each entry includes a brief
biographical sketch of the deceased
followed by his/her birthdate. place of
birth. death date. place of death . cause
of death (when known) and resting
place (or cremation) . New Mexico did
not begin keeptnq death records until
1919 and even today. those records are
closed to the ~eneral public for fifty
years. Melzer also included a list of
military personnel killed in Iraq from
2001-2006. This is a sensitive and
thoughtful tribute to those have
recently lost their lives in defense of
their country.
The historical period covered in
this large format book emphasizes the
years since the mid-nineteenth
century. when. according to Melzer.
more lasting. identifiable headstones
were erected in the cemeteries of New
Mexico . A map identifies the location
of many of the cemeteries Melzer
visited. There are four appendices.
endnotes. suggested reading list and an
index for a total of 473 pages.
Dr. Melzer is a professor of history
at University of New Mexico - Valencia
Campus in Tome. He frequently ~ives
lectures throughout the state about
various topics. such as the CCc. Harvey
Houses. Ernie Pyle and numerous
other subjects. And . he has had more
than a dozen books published. Melzer
is currently working on two New
Mexico history textbooks and he serves
on the Centennial Statehood
Commission. He is immediate past
president of the Historical Society of
New Mexico and often contributes
articles the Society's publication La
Cr6nica de Nuevo Mexico and he
compiles a list of "New Books for your
New Mexico History Library" for each
issue . -eCL
The Historical Society of New Mexico is
pleased to announce free registration
for New Mexico K-12 teachers
attending the 2010 New Mexico History
Conference to be held April 29-May 1 in
Hobbs at the Lea County Event Center
and the Western Hertraqe Center. The
program and other information on the
conference can be found soon on the
Society's website at wwwhsnm.oro. A
printed program. including a
reqistration form. can be obtained
through a request link on the website.
Teachers are asked to preregister for
the conference but at no cost to them.
The Society also requests
applications for its annual Teachers'
Scholarships for the Conference. Each
scholarship will provide $300 for
selected New Mexico K-12 teachers
attendinq the 2010 New Mexico History
Conference in Hobbs. The scholarships
are intended to defray travel and
accommodation expenses. but the
award may also be used for classroom
materials or other education-related
expenses. Registration. Saturday (May
The National Park Service Route
66 Corridor Preservation Program
accepting applications for the 20 I 0
cost-share grant cycle.
Applications may be submitted to
the program office until April 2. 20IO.
Awards will be announced on or before
I) lunch and Saturday evening banquet
fees will be waived for scholarship
awardees. compliments of the Society.
Scholarship awardees are expected to
attend the Saturday evening banquet to
receive their award.
The number of Teachers'
Scholarships is limited. Factors to be
considered in selecting awardees
include background in New Mexico
history. teachinq experience. and
school type . size and location. The
group selected will include a diversity
of experience and backgrounds. Those
applying for the scholarships should
use the application form below and
submit their application by the due
date of February 15. 2010. Awardees
will be notified by March 8.
Applications may be sent to
William Bayne Anderson
HSNM Teachers'
Scholarship Committee
PO Box 1583
Deming. NM 88031
wbamea@msn.com
.'
May 21. 2010. Cost-share ~rant
applications are available online at
www.nps.~ov/history/rt66/qrants . or a
hardcopy may be requested by email at
IM_Rt66@nps.~ov or phone John W.
Murphey at (505) 988-6027.
• • •
Statehood Centennial
NM Statehood Centennial Teachers Guide Project
By Carleen Lazzell
On Wednesday. January 6. 2010.
the Albuquerque Historical Society
sponsored the kickoff of the NM
Statehood Centennial Teachers Guide
Project at Taft Middle School Library in
Albuquerque's North Valley. The
Albuquerque Historical Society is
preparing a Teachers Guide for 4th and
7th grade teachers. It will be ready by
the fall of 2011 and will contain seven
sections. along with lesson plans. that
may be used by teachers during the
Centennial school year. 2011-2012 and
thereafter.
The Taft Middle School students
spoke about the NM fla~ . state seal.
state bird and President Taft. The
school was an excellent venue for this
event because President William
Howard Taft signed the New Mexico
statehood legislation on January 6.
1912.
The event was held on New
As the SOCiety's representative to
the Department of Cultural Affairs'
Statehood Centennial Steering
Committee. I've been very impressed
with all the activities being planned to
commemorate New Mexico achieving
statehood in 1912. The Committee and
DCA staff (Jodi Delaney. Director of
Statewide Initiatives and Rozella
Kennedy. Centennial Coordinator)
have put together a Master Plan
containing dozens of Statehood
Centennial projects from both state
a~encies. such as the State Library. and
also community orqantzatlons from
around the state. We have contributed
several HSNM project proposals for the
Master Plan. including the Statehood
Centennial History Conference
planned for early May in 2012.
The Master Plan will be going to
the Legislature shortly for their
information as they consider
appropriations for next year. Although
funding will likely be very limited due
to the overall state budget difficulties.
many of the projects can and will
proceed in any case. For example. we
plan to expand our Speakers' Bureau to
include more lectures related to
Statehood and to take a lead on
developing a statehood history
timeline.
To keep up with Statehood
Centennial activities as they develop.
stay tuned to the Centennial website.
wwwnewmexicocentennlal.orq. You
can link from this site to other
information. such as a story on New
Mexico's award-winning float in the
Rose Bowl Parade and the launching of
a major initiative. "We Serve/New
Mexico." which will encourage
volunteerism related to the
Centennial. . You can also become "a
fan of NM Centennial on facebooz"
through a link on this site.
There will also soon be a Statehood
Centennial blog linked to
newmexlcocentennlal.orq. You are all
encouraged to make contributions to
this bloq, particularly as related to your
views on the importance of statehood
to New Mexico and what achieving
By Michael Stevenson
statehood meant to New Mexicans then time on the importance of statehood:
and now. You can send your thoughts Your people for three centuries.
on this to centenniaLinfo@state.nm.us. isolated and lonely...
I promise they will be appreciated. Sealing with their blood their dominion
As a first contribution to this blog. and possession
HSNM contributed the Iollowinq piece: After such heroic effort finally you
STATEHOOD MATTERS deserve
On Tuesday. November 7. 1911 many The goodness with such an insistence
citizens of New Mexico . still a Territory you procure
of the United States. did something To be admitted in the state of the union
they had never done before. They With the sovereignty that is a free man's
elected their Governor. Although New enchantment.
Mexicans had already seen 97 Statehood has mattered to New
governors come and go. these had all Mexicans since the first thrusts to
been selected by outsiders. beginning achieve it after the American takeover
with the first Spanish ~overnor in 1598. in 1846. The Ionq debate about why
then the first Mexican governor in 1822 New Mexico should become one of the
(after Mexican independence in 1821). United States invoked a great deal of
and from 1847 on. United States neqaticism towards New Mexico and its
Military and Territorial governors. citizens. Throughout this time. New
Many of these appointed ~overnors Mexicans asserted the antiquity of their
were well-meaning and competent. history. their pride in their cultural
Some were neither. and few had roots identity. and their rightful place in this
in or knowledge of the land when they nation. a place that is still unique.
began governing it. Achieving self-governance and an
From November 7. 1911 forward .
New Mexicans had the full
responsibility of choosing their own
state and national leaders through the
ballot box. Even then it was not until
1920 that New Mexico 's women were
able to vote (except for school boards)
and not until 1948 that Indian tribal
members could participate.
The statewide election of
November 11, 1911 followed soon after
the approval of a Congressional
resolution promising statehood to New
Mexico. something finally achieved on
January 6. 1912. This election. which
also included choosing two United
States Congressional Representatives
and a new state legislature (which
when convened in 1912 would elect
two US Senators), resulted in an
"avalanche of ballots" which sounded
the "knell of gan~ rule" according to an
excited Albuquerque Morning Journal
on November 9. 1911.
Some words from a poem ("To New
Mexico") written by Luis Tafoya in
January 1911 (and now New Mexico's
official state poem) perhaps best
expressed New Mexican feelings at the
•••
identity as an integral part of the
United States was exhilarating in 1911 .
as it still should be.
Sources:
• Kathryn A. Flynn . Compiler/Editor.
New Mexico Blue Book. 2005-2006,
(Office of the New Mexico Secretary
of State. 2006).
• Robert W. Larson. New Mexico 's
Quest for Statehood. 1846-1912.
(Albuquerque . University of New
Mexico Press. 1968).
• Albuquerque Morning Journal.
November 9. 1911. -MS
~I.·fJlG N ew MEX ICO
~ ENTENNJ,~.~
Mexico's 98th birthday. "Bizcochitos"
(the state cookie) and red punch were
served to those in attendance.
The Taft Middle School band
played "0 Fair New Mexico." composed
by Elizabeth Garrett (blind daughter of
famed Sheriff Pat Garrett) in 1917. As
the band played. the audience sang
along.
The audience was comprised of
Albuquerque Historical Society
members . business leaders.
educational representatives. local and
state elected officials. librarians and the
New Mexico Humanities Council, as
well as representatives from other
historical societies including the
Historical Society of New Mexico.
For information. contact Janet
Saiers. President. Albuquerque
Historical Society. -CCL
www.albuqhistsoc.org
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~In Memoriam~
Jose Cisneros died at the age of 99 on November 14, 2009. The highly respected
artist was born in Villa Ocampo, Durango, Mexico, in 1910. Displaced by the
Mexican Revolution in 1910, the family eventually settled in EI Paso in 1925.
Cisneros became a leqend for his exquisite pen and ink drawings of horses, Spanish
conquistadors, Franciscan missionaries, frontier settlers and Apache warriors. His
illustrations have been published in more than 300 books and other publications
and he drew the logo for the Western History Association. The slip jachet for The
Last Conquistador by Marc Simmons has an elaborate drawing of Onate by
Cisneros. Knighted by Kinq Juan Carlos of Spain, collectors of Jose's work include
former President and First Lady George Wand Laura Bush among others.
Gene Edward Pranchtnt, 74 years old, passed away on Wednesday, November 4,
2009. The judqe died unexpectedly while guest lecturing to the entire first-year
class of more than 100 law students at the University of New Mexico School of Law
in Albuquerque. Franchini was born in 1935 in Albuquerque to Mario and Lena
Franchini and attended St. Mary 's Catholic School. He went to college at Loyola
University in New Orleans and then transferred to UNM for a BA. then a juris
doctorate from Georgetown University and a master's in judicial process from the
University of Virginia in 1995. According to an article in Albuquerque Journal.
November 6, 2009, "one of his enduring passions was the mock trial competition
... . He probably participated in more mock trial rounds than any judge in the
United States." Franchini served on the NMSupreme Court for twelve years. And ,
he served as Chief Justice in 1997-1998.
Letitia Evans "Tish" frank died in December 2009 at the age of 83. Born in
Buffalo, NY, she was the granddaughter of early New Mexico art patron Mabel
Dodge Luhan, painter William PenhalIow Henderson and poet Alice Corbin
Henderson. Letitia and her sisters traveled widely in Europe with their mother and
lived in New Yor1:2 City, Maine and in New Mexico where her mother had a house in
Tesuque. "Tish" studied dance at Bennington ColIege in Vermont and then moved
to New York City to work with a Martha Graham dance troupe and teach dance at
JuIliard . She moved back to Santa Fe in the 1960s, where she continued to be
active in several arts and culture related SJroups. She was a close friend to Georgia
O'Keeffe.
Walter C. Hassamen, 93 years old, passed away on November 20,2009. Born in
EI Paso , TX, he moved to Albuquerque at an early aSJe SJraduatinSJ from Albuquerque
High School in 1933. Walter was a master at restoring historic photographs. he also
was a photographer. His pictures have been published in several regional and
outdoor maqazines. Hassamen was devoted to New Mexico history and studied it
all his life. His family roots qo back to the 1880swhen his qrandfather Ben Williams
was an undersheriff to Pat Garrett in the days of Billy the Kid.
Sonny Jim. age 68, died at his ranch near Gallup on October 23,2009. Of Modoc
descent, Jim was born at the Klamath Indian Aqency in Oregon. He later moved to
New Mexico and graduated from Taos High School in 1958. He came to the Navajo
Nation area in the early 1970s after he had been traveling in the rodeo circuits. Jim
was the National All Around Indian Cowboy in 1969 and 1970, the Indian bareback
ridinq champion in 1970 and the steer wrestlinq champion in 1982. A few weeks
before his death, Jim was participating in steer wrestling and team roping at the
Tuba City Fair. A memorial service took place at the Red Rock Convention Center
in GalIup. To learn more about the fasclnatinq life of Sonny Jim, see article by
Lloyd Jojola, Albuquerque Journal. November 5,2009.
Bruce King. former Governor of New Mexico, died at the age of 85 on November
13, 2009, at home on his ranch near Stanley, New Mexico near where he was born
on April 26, 1924. King served three non-consecutive terms for a total of 12 years
as governor during the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s. The slipjacket of his autobiography
Cowboy in the Roundhouse: A Political Life by Bruce King (as told to Charles
Poling) features the governor riding his horse in a State Fair Parade as he waves to
the crowd. The former ~overnor was recognized on September 11, 2009 at a
forum "MaRin~ New Mexico Modern: The Role of Governor Bruce Kin~" at UNM
Law Library, where his papers are housed in the Bruce and Alice Kinq Room. His
wife, the late Alice Martin King, passed away on December 7,2008: they had been
married for 61 years. More than 2,000 people attended the funeral service for
Governor Kinq at the Moriarty High School Gymnasium where Former President
Bill Clinton spoke about his special relationship with and fondness for the late
governor. (See article about Bruce King by David Myers in this issue of La Cronlcei
Jim Morley. age 88, died on December 4, 2009. Morley was welI known for his
work in the theater arts. He founded the Theater Arts Department at the College of
St. Joseph, which later became University of Albuquerque, where he taught for 27
years, retiring from the institution in 1984. After retirement. Morley continued to
work with theater arts qroups, such as Vortex, Adobe and others. He wrote two
operas. "Harlequinade" and "Pastoral." In 1985, The British American Theatre hired
him to direct British actors. For his contributions to the arts , January 31, 2003, was
declared "Jim Morley Day" in Albuquerque. Serving his country in WWII. Morley
participated in D-Day on June 6. 1944.
George ~ Sandoval. 81, an acclaimed furniture maker and lifelong resident of
New Mexico died on November 27, 2009. Sandoval made handcrafted Spanish-
style doors and furniture for more than 60 years. His armoires, hutches,
headboards, dining room tables and chairs were highly prized. Born in Bernalillo,
he worked in the San Ysidro orchards with his father before attendtnq EI Rito
Vocational School where he developed furniture making skills he had learned
from his grandfather. His work evolved into using more traditional elements such
as rosettes and feather designs. Sandoval's doors hang at San Felipe Neri Church in
Old Town Albuquerque, San Ignacio Church and Jonson Galley among other
places.
Sally Seidman passed away in Albuquerque at the a~e of 85. She enjoyed her
work in the arts community and had served as a board member of the Corcoran
Galley of Art and a docent for the Hirshhorn Museum, both in Washington DC.
Sally and her late husband Bill Seidman spent much of their married life in Grand
Rapids , Michigan, where they were instrumental in bringing Alexander Calder's
painted steel sculpture "La Grande Vitesse" to downtown Grand Rapids in 1969.
They later moved to Washington, DC when President Reagan appointed Bill
Seidman to lead the FDIC. Both Sally and Billenjoyed spending time at their family
ranch near Waqon Mound. About 35 years ago they purchased what was then
known as the Stuart MacArthur Ranch. BillSeidman passed away on May 13,2009.
See La Cronies de Nuevo Mexico, July 2009 (No. 80).
Barbara Talbot. 79, passed away on December 1, 2009 in Albuquerque. Born in
Los Angeles on December 20, 1929, she moved to Albuquerque with her family in
1945, where she attended Albuquerque High School and earned a degree in Fine
Arts from the University of New Mexico. Talbot was a master qardener and an
accomplished viticulturist and vintner. With her husband Lyle Talbot, she co-
founded and operated Sandia Shadows Winery in North Albuquerque Acres for
many years.
Kenneth Westbrook. Sgt. 1st Class, died at the age of 41 at Walter Reed Army
Medical Center in Washington, DC on October 7, 2009. He was wounded in
Afghanistan September 8 when insurgents attacked his unit in Ganjqal Valley. He
was the second son of Ruth A. and Marshall Westbrook to have been killed servinq
in the line of duty in the Middle East. Kenneth's brother Marshall Alan
Westbrook. 43, died October 2005 when an improvised explosive device was
detonated near his Humvee in Baghdad, Iraq. A huge crowd attended the funeral
services for Kenneth Westbrook held at the Farmington Civic Center on Friday,
October 16. In memory of Westbrook's service and dedication to his country, NM
Governor Bill Richardson ordered flags be flown at half-staff from Friday the 16th
through Sunday the 18th.
Flags flying at half-staff at Four Comers in honor of Kenneth Westbrook
(photograph by Carleen Lazze!!. Friday. October 16, 2009)
I.'
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Dionicio E. "Lonnie"Zamora. a~e 76, died November 2, 2009. Lloyd Jojola wrote
in the Albuquerque Journal. November 7, 2009 that "Zamora gained international
fame in 1964when in the hilly country south of Socorro the then 30-year old police
officer spotted an object he couldn't identify rise off the ~round and flyaway,
leaving only depressions in the dirt. scorched earth and a lingering legend behind."
Zamora's life changed after that fateful sighting on April 24, 1964. The Air Force
launched an investigation and an official of the International Lunar Society was
quite interested in Zamora's report. He received more than 2,000 letters from
strangers, numerous invitations to speak to various groups and to qive interviews.
He said he never regretted reporting what he saw that day. The Magdalena native
was a longtime member of the National Guard and served many years as a Socorro
police officer. "Lonnie" was an amateur chef par excellence and frequently cooked
for weddings, graduations and fiestas .
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Elbert "Eb" Watson King. 89 years old , died at his North Valley Albuquerque
home on September 26, 2009. He was born in IIIinois in 1919, but spent most of his
life in New Mexico. "Eb" was Widely known as "The Apple Man" for his acres of
apple orchards, and he sold his apples each fall at the Los Ranchos Growers'
Market. For his profession, he practiced orthodontics for more than 40 years. He
served as a consultant to the Navajo Reservation Health Services where he worked
with children with cleft palates. King served aboard the USS Saratoga as well as
other ships during his naval duty dunnq WWII. In 1959 he bought several acres of
land in the Villaqe of Los Ranchos and in 1980 he planted 2500 dwarf apple trees .
Kinq Orchards eventually became one of the largest apple producers in New
Mexico. He also made and sold apple cider, which was highly praised. "Eb"said the
secret to his cider recipe was adding a little Golden Delicious to every bath.
Abad E. Lucero. a~e 100, passed away in October 2009. Lucero grew up in
Cerrillos during the Great Depression where he worked in the Madrid mines. At the
age of 18 he moved to Santa Fe where he learned to make Spanish Colonial
furniture. During the era of the traditional revival movement of the 1920s, 30s and
40s, he trained students through a state vocational program and ultimately joined
the WPA's National Youth Administration. His job was to train students in the old
way of woodwork and carving without machines: everything was done by hand.
His work is on display at Museum of International Folk Art in Santa Fe. Lucero was
a recipient of the New Mexico Governor's Award for Excellence in the Arts and in
2001 he was recognized as a Santa Fe Livinq Treasure.
Horacio Montoya. age 93, died at his home in Albuquerque on October 27,2009.
Montoya was born in Taos on April 16, 1916. Both he and his late brother Ben
Montoya were survivors of the Bataan Death March . Both brothers served in the
NM National Guard's 200th Coast Artillery. Together they spent more than three
years as Japanese captives after the 1942surrender of Bataan and Correqidor in the
Philippines. Horacio Montoya received more than a dozen military decorations
and medals for his bravery and service to his country during WWII. He chronicled
his wartime experiences in his 2009 book. Rising Sun over beteen . Memoirs of War.
The Historical Society of New
Mexico was founded in 1859 and
celebrated its sesquicentennial during
this 150th anniversary. In recognition
of this fact and in anticipation of New
Mexico Statehood Centennial in 2012,
the Society has many projects
underway. We encourage you to
purchase qift memberships for family
and friends who also appreciate the
history and culture of New Mexico.
Membership dues help "preserve and
increase the knowledge of our history"
through research grants, project grants,
scholarships, publications, speakers
bureau. annual conferences, historical
register plaques, and annual awards
for outstanding books , projects,
exhibits, historic preservation projects
and meritorious service to the public.
Go to www.hsnm.oro for a
membership form and more details
about the Historical Society of New
Mexico or send your request to HSNM,
PO Box 1912, Santa Fe 87504. It would
be ~reat to have members from every
state. Please consider honoring your
family and friends with memberships
to the Historical Society of New
Mexico!
HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO
~e~bershipServices
A LETTER FROM OUR PRESIDENT
(l to r) Robert Torrez. Enrique Lamadrid and Tom Chavez
at the 150th Birthday Party for Historical Society of New Mexico. December 5. 2009
(photograph by Carleen Lezzell)
Anonymous
Jack & Dorothy Aldrich
John Baxter
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas B. Catron
Thomas CleqSJ
Linda Davis
Ray Dewey
Nancy Dimit
Jim & Mary Harris
Mor~an & Joyce Nelson
John & Barbara Ramsay
AsJnesa Reeve
David & Irene Schneider
Timothy M. Sheehan
James C.Williams
Karen Duraovich
Susan Foote
George Goldstein
Mike Stevenson
J. Paul Taylor
Patrons
150/100 Symposium Patrons
Nuevo Mexico. January 2007 (No. 70).
The birthday party was held in
the Meem Community Room of the
New Mexico History Museum. The
impressive carrot cahe was decorated
with the color seal of the Society (see
photo). Several months a~o, the
ortqtnal color seal was discovered in
the archives . In addition to the
birthday party, the Society had a
booRsiqninq by board members (past
and present) who have published
bOORS. About fifteen authors
participated in the event. -CCL
Paul Abbott
Len and Cyndy Alaimo
Nancy Bartlit
John Porter & Jo Tlce Bloom
Dorothy bracey/Iom Johnston
David Caffey
Dr. William Chambers in memory of
Dr.Marjorie BeIl Chambers
Tom & Celia Chavez
Henrietta Christmas
Linda Davis
Nancy Dimit
Jacqueline Dunnington
Dr. & Mrs..Robert Himmerich y
Valencia
Carleen Lazzell in memory of
Rue Lazzell
Willard & Kay Lewis
Richard Melzer
John &Barbara Ramsay
Dr.Sherrill L. Spaar
Mike and Anita Stevenson
David & Linnie Townsend
The 150 Club
Sesquicentennial Birthday Party HSNM
Our Thanks to Donors
The Board of the Historical Society of New Mexico would Iiae to thank all
of our 2009 donors for their contributions:
• La Cr6nica de Nuevo Mexico
(Quarterly Official Publication
of The Historical Society of New Mexico)
• Annual Awards
• Speakers Bureau
• Scholarship Programs
• Annual New Mexico History Conference
• Cultural Property Review Plaques
To Join see www.hsnm.org.
Remember Friends & Family
with Gift Memberships.
Membership Benefits
Historical Society of New Mexico
Historical Society of New Mexico 150th Birthday Celebration Cake
Alb ertson 's Bakery recreated the intricate offic ial seal of the Society
(photograph by Carleen Lezzell)
The Historical Society of New
Mexico recognized the orqanizetion's
founding with an official birthday
party on Saturday, December 5,2009.
Now. 150 years later the Society met
aqain in almost the same place as that
initial meeting. Accordinq to current
president, Michael Stevenson "on
December 15. 1859. a smaIl ~roup of
New Mexicans. all men, met in the
Iegislattve council chambers in the
Palace of the Governors in Santa Fe
and beqan orqanizinq the Historical
Society of New Mexico." For more
information. see La Cr6nica de
nevertheless open only to
"descendants of pioneers who arrived
in California prior to January Ist,
1850." This doesn't seem to qualify it
as bein~ in our "class." to use the word
of Twitchell and Bloom.
From all we've found to this point.
the first state historical society
established west of the Mississippi was
the "Antiquarian and Historic Society
of the State of Arkansas."
incorporated by an act of the
Arkansas State Leqislature in
November 1837. However. this
Society did not survive in this
embodiment for Ionq, and the
current Arkansas Historical
Association was not established until
1940. Of course, our own Society's
history is not continuous either. with
a quiet period between adjourning
sine die in September 1863 and
reconvening in 1880, albeit with the
same constitution and at least two of
the ortcinal foundinq members.
There are other "west of the
Mississippi" state historical societies
with a continuous existence whose
founding preceded the 1880
reconvening of our Society. although
not the 1859 oriqinal orqanlzetion,
These include our sister orqanization.
the Arizona Historical Society.
founded in 1864. the Montana
Historical Society. 1865. the Missouri
Historical Society. 1866. the Nebraska
State Historical Society. 1878. and the
Colorado Historical Society. 1879. All
the rest. and every state has its own
historical society. were founded after
1880. including, notably. the Texas
State Historical Association in 1897.
So . what can we say about our
Society's lonqevity, ~iven that "the
oldest west of the Mississippi" is at
best areuable? The most important
point is that on the 26th of December
1859 "...a number of ~entlemen
residing in Santa Fe" completed the
establishment of "...an association
called the Historical Society of New
Mexico ." On this date they approved
a constitution and elected officers.
including the first President. John B.
Grayson.
That event 1SO years a~o is
certainly one to celebrate. Perhaps
we should also just say. as our mission
statement does. that "the Historical
Society of New Mexico has been
tncreasinq the Rnowledqe of New
Mexico history since 1859."
Sincerely.
Michael Stevenson
In New Mexico. idennlyinq "the
oldest" of anythlnq historic
(communities. buildinqs.
orqanizations. etc .) can be a
somewhat hazardous entertainment.
As I write this . we are only a few days
from the 150th anniversary of the first
orqanizatlonal meeting of the
Historical Society of New Mexico--
December 15. 1859. in the Palace of
the Governors. We commemorated
this anniversary with a simple
ceremony in the Meem Community
Room of the New Mexico History
Museum on December 5. a room
once used as the History Library of
the Palace of the Governors whose
core holdinqs were from the
Historical Society's library.
Based on this founding year of
1859. the Society has used as a
catchphrase "the oldest historical
society west of the Mississippi" for
many years. but at this 150th year
juncture I thought it worth taRin~ a
look at this claim. The earliest
document I have found that makes
such an assertion is the Society's
Biennial Report to the Governor of
New Mexico. 1923-1924. "respectfully
submitted" by R. E. Twitchell.
President. and Lansing Bloom.
Secretary. Here it is said that "...the
society is the oldest of its class.
devoted to scientific pursuits. west of
the Missouri river." Surely. eminent
historians like Twitchell and Bloom
would have ~otten this ri~ht. But, is
the "oldest.. .west of the Mississippi"
(or Missouri). statement truly
accurate?
Well. not exactly. For example. the
Louisiana Historical Society was
established in 1835. and at least the
bullaof Louisiana is indeed west of the
Mississippi. Ah. but this Society was
established in New Orleans and stilI
operates its museum on the "east"
bane of the Mississippi (albeit an
uncertain direction in the Crescent
City). Similarly. the Minnesota
Historical Society was established by
the Minnesota Territorial Leqtslature
in 1849 in St. Paul. which like New
Orleans is on the "east" bank of the
Mississippi. even though the Old
Capitol District is directly north of the
river as it runs east through the Twin
Cities.
Then there's the Society of
California Pioneers. established in
1850 and clatminq to be "the oldest
historical orcenlzenon west of the
Mississippi" (a statement from their
website). But this society. a
respectable historical orqanization. is
•
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New Mexico's "Enchantment is in the Air" Float Wins Coveted Grand Marshal's Trophy
In 2010 Tournament of Roses® Parade
Pasadena. California (January 1. 2010)
New Mexico 's "Bnctientmetu is in the Air " fl oat recei ved the co veted Grand Marshal's Troph y in th e
Tou rn ament of Roses' Parade. Jan uary 1. 2010. Pasadena. California
For the second time in three years.
the State of New Mexico's float entry in
the Tournament of Roses® Parade -
"Enchantment is in the Air" - is winner
of the coveted Grand Marshal's Trophy.
More than one million spectators
linin~ Colorado Blvd. and millions
more watchinq around the world were
treated to the antics of Academy-
Award®-winnin~ Pepe Le Pew and
Penelope Pussycat, entertainers of the
young and the young at heart for more
than 60 years. as they took to the
southern California skies aboard one of
the Land of Enchantment's most iconic
images.
Also joining in the fun were the
float's celebrated riders - actor Bryan
Cranston. who has earned Widespread
critical acclaim and back-to-beck
Primetime Emmy Awards® for his
portrayal as Walter White in AMC's
drama series "breakme Bad" filmed in
Albuquerque: his dauqhter, Taylor; Miss
Mew Mexico 2008 Christina Olmi .
Lauren Ivy Aquilar. an employee of
New Mexico Stat e Parks. one of the
float's most ardent supporters over the
years; and Little Miss New Mexico
Mackenzie Brabson of Alamogordo.
who was in Pasadena with her mother
and grandmother volunteering as float
decorators when she was asked to fill in
for Miss NM 2009 Nicole Miner. who
was unable to attend.
The Grand Marshal's Trophy is
~iven "for excellence in creative
concept and design" and is one of the
top three awards ~iven each year. It is
also New Mexico's third award in as
many years. Last year. the state's float
Ieaturinq Roadrunner and Wile E.
Coyote won the Bob Hope Humor
Award. ~iven to the float that is
considered by the judges to be the
"most comical and amusing." Today is
the fourth time in the past five years
that New Mexico was represented by a
float in the Tournament of Roses®
Parade.
•••
The float was once a~ain designed
by award-winning float designer Raul
Rodri~uez and built by fiesta Parade
Floats of Pasadena. Calif. under
contract with the Tourism Department.
"This was a fabulous experience
and an incredible honor for the citizens
of New Mexico." Michael Cerletti ,
Secretary of the Tourism Department.
said of the award. "We are grateful to
Raul. Tim (Estes) and all the folks at
Fiesta Parade floats. We also thank the
more than 50 New Mexico volunteers
who traveled by plane and automobile
to California to work on the float and
take part in the festivities ; our
volunteer float riders who are
wonderful ambassadors for the State of
New Mexico; and we particularly want
to thank our sponsors - Albuquerque
Convention and Visitors Bureau. Las
Cruces Convention & Visitors Bureau.
the Town of Taos. the City of Gallup.
Red Rock Balloon Rally. Buffalo
Thunder Resort and Casino. New
Mexico State Parks and EI Pinto Foods ."
The national and international
exposure offered New Mexico through
television coverage of the last year's
Tournament of Roses® Parade is
valued at more than $1 million.
accordinq to industry experts. Nearly
40 million Americans in 16.5 million
households tuned in to watch the 2008
parade on nine national and
international television networks.
including NBC. ABC, HGTV and the
Travel Channel. The Parade was also
broadcast live in 150 countries and
territories.
"The response the state has
received from our appearances in the
previous Tournament of Roses®
Parades and the media efforts we
sponsored primarily targeting the
Southern California travel market have
been tremendous." Secretary Cerletti
added. "This is an incredibly effective
way to reach potential visitors to New
Mexico from all around the country
and all over the world."
The float featured the love -struck
French skunk Pepe Le Pew. seekinSJ
"I'amo ur" as he yet a~ain was in
romantic pursuit of Penelope Pussycat.
armed with amorous gifts of red roses
and a heart-shaped box of chocolates.
In her attempt to escape the ever-
persistent Pepe. Penelope dangled
precariously from the ~ondola of a
swayinSJ hot-air balloon. Pepe turned
from side-to-side as he offered tokens
of his affections.
The picturesque landscapes of New
Mexico were comically depicted in
animation art form from the snow-
capped trees of the majestic
mountains. through the teetering rock
formations on down to the colorful
desert floor burstinq alive with
blooming yuccas.
Pepe and Penelope were
artistically crafted in layers of velvety
black onion seeds and crisp white
coconut flakes. The colorful hot air
balloons were created in a rainbow of
materials Includinq yellow and ~old
strawflower petals. ~reen split peas.
blue. hot pink and purple slnuata
statice, dehydrated carrot and red bell
peppers. safflower spice. sweet rice and
coconut flakes . The SJondola baskets
were woven in cornhusk and kiwi
vines.
The colorful landscape of New
Mexico came vividly alive in over
50.000 roses . The unique rock
formations were created in
butterscotch and bronze
chrysanthemums with striations of
roses including brown Leonodis. Cafe
Ole, Coffee Break and tan Caramel and
Sahara roses. The desert floo r featured
orange rose shades of Saturno. Star
2000. Mercedes. Tropical Amazon and
Verano. Yucca blossoms were created
in over 10.000 white dendrobium
orchid florets lndtvldually glued onto
small welded rods.
See "Hats off to New Mexico.."
La Cronies. January 2009 (No. 78).
Mike Stauffer. Communications
Director. NMTourism Department,
505-412-2137
mike.stauffer@state.nm.us.
New Books for your New Mexico History Library
Compiled by Richard Melzer
Nancy Co~~eshall. Gila Country
Legend: The Life and Times of
Quentin Hulse. Albuquerque :
University of New Mexico Press. 2009.
Timothy Joseph. Historic Photos of
the Manhattan Project. Nashville :
Turner. 2009.
John D. Kennedy. A Good Trade:
Three Generations of Life and
Trading Around the In di an
Capital. Gallup, New Mexico.
bloominqron. Indiana: Xlibris. 2009.
Steve Cary. Butterfly Landscapes of
New Mexico. Santa Fe: New Mexico
Ma~azine . 2009.
Kathryn A. Flynn with Richard Polese.
The New Deal: A 75th Anniversary
Celebration. Salt Lake City: Gibbs
Smith. 2009.
Kathyrn Lasky. Georgia Rises: A Day
in the Life o f Georgia O'Keeffe,
NYC: Farrar. Straus and Giroux. Melanie
Kroupa Books. 2009.
Beaumont Newhall. Beaumont's
Kitchen: Lessons on food, life and
photography with Beaumont
Newhall. Intro by David Scheinbaum.
Santa Fe: Radius Books. 2009.
James A. Crutchfield. It Happened in
New Mexi co. Guilford. CT: GPP, 2009.
